REVIEWS
“I love Dr. Rosenthal’s materials. I have been in recovery for 20 years and teaching groups for
18. This is the best teaching tool I have ever used. My clients and I are grateful.” – Renita
Kitchingham, MAADCII
“Once again, Rosenthal has knocked it out of the park. I absolutely love her work. I use it all
the time, and my clients are very receptive. It’s truly a breath of fresh air. I adore her approach
with humor and pictures, and the information is very thorough. She asks questions to get clients
thinking about their lives and choices. I especially love the breaks, puzzles, and mind games and
how Rosenthal incorporates recovery into them. I will definitely use this in my curriculum.
Thank you for doing what you do. It is amazing!!!” – Charlotte Prather, SUDC
“I run an outpatient group that ranges from emerging adults to Silver Sneakers, and it doesn’t
matter the age group: When they see an OTB-Recovery Workbook, they know they’re going to
learn something cool! I have a dual diagnosis group, and even those without primary substance
abuse disorders learn something every time we use a lesson from OTB. Recovery from any
disorder is tough work, and the whimsical artwork and intriguing lessons add some levity to
difficult subject matter. The funny/quirky way Rosenthal approaches lessons really resonates
with my clients.” – Mike Dalton, MA, LAC
“The thing I love the most about the workbook is how easy it was to follow and engage in the
activities. My favorite was writing a poem about addiction, then adding a happy ending (the
hope of recovery). This is absolutely something clinicians and recovery coaches can utilize with
their clients/participants.” – Tanya Wessells, CRSW
“I stumbled on Dr. Rosenthal’s website a couple of years ago. The therapists in our group
looooovvee the handouts and use them with regularity. The owner of the company loved it so
much that she purchased a book for each of the offices under her tutelage. We are looking
forward to the next book. Thank you so much for all that you do!!!” – Sheri Cannon, LPN
“I discovered the OTB Recovery worksheets last year, and I have been using them with patients.
The quizzes work well as an icebreaker and starting point in groups, and I have found the humor
particularly helpful for my young adult clients to start exploring the possibility of recovery.” –
Mandy Stokes, MSW, SACSSP
“I am new to facilitating groups, but I find this workbook is a great starting place. I’m beginning
to incorporate it more and more into my group work. My boss is just amazed with all the
information and fun things that Rosenthal has put together. “ – Michele Hunter, BA, DIC
“I like the content of the material, down-to-earth practical information that’s easy to understand
for clients of all ages.” – Brenda A. Cleary, LCDC

“I absolutely love OTB! I have handed out worksheets as individual assignments for someone to
work on if they are struggling in a certain area. They grab my clients’ interest immediately and
their laughter breaks down walls. I’ve recommended OTB to several of my peers.” – Karin
Kaufmann, ARS, ACIT, CAPRC-II
“I absolutely love the creativity and thought that Dr. Kim put into this workbook. Not only has it
helped me bring my group therapy sessions to life, it has also been a game changer for my
recovery. There are so many ice-breaker questions and activities that my clients enjoy. If you’re
on the fence about getting this workbook, I suggest DO IT! It gets clients engaged, and they say
they feel like they aren’t walking away empty-handed. The best thing about the OTB-Recovery
Workbook is that it’s not just ‘do the worksheet and be done.’ It’s a ‘Do the work, learn, and use
the skills’ type of thing! People in recovery need to learn the skills taught in this workbook in
order to continue to work on themselves daily. And the best feeling you can have as a group
therapy leader is when the clients say, ‘I can’t wait until next week.’ Thanks, Dr. Kim, for all the
hard work you put into this workbook.” – Serena Smith, CRSS
“The workbook is really good and has been helpful with clients. It is presented in a way that is
not boring or overbearing. I have never had a negative response. Clients always laugh, and we
can have a relaxed conversation. Some clients enjoy the coloring, and I use that interest to teach
how easy it can be to get your mind busy. In 7-10 minutes, the craving will pass.” – Roger
Dodd, Peer Support Worker
“I work in inpatient rehab, and the ladies love the exercises in Rosenthal’s first book. I can’t
wait to use this next great book in my practice.” – Wendi Percha, SUD Counselor
“I love the concept of this book. I’m able to photocopy worksheet pages for my clients then
provide them with coloring pencils to use in conjunction with the work in the handout. This is a
great and valuable resource!” – Lisa Ackland, LLMSW, DP-CAADC
“I’m an addiction counselor and planned on using the book with my clients. Well, they loved it!
They were excited to have something different. By observation, it came to my attention that my
clients tend to be more truthful when they are having fun with it. I want to thank Dr. Rosenthal
for the great research, focus, and true compassion that she has for mental health. Thank you for
everything you do!” – Julie Wright, CAC-AD
“I thoroughly enjoyed this book and all it has to offer. I am a licensed counselor and work
primarily with substance abuse clients, and this book offers great worksheets not only for
individual sessions but also for groups. I like that it implements different activities such as
drawing and writing. I think this is a great addition to any counselor’s library.” – Bobby Jo
Appleton, MS, LAC
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AN INTRODUCTION FOR
COUNSELORS
I WAS ON-CALL AT THE HOSPITAL when I was asked to see a young girl with a heroin

addiction. The 13-year-old had used a dirty needle that caused a blood infection. Her heart
reacted by swelling to an enormous size, and soon it wasn’t strong enough to support her body.
So, there the teen sat on the hospital bed, skin pale, oxygen tubing over her face, her hands a
coarse tremor. She was dying, and she was in a panic. I tried to calm the child, but what could I
say? Everything will be okay? Focus on the moment? It was too late: The following morning the
room was empty. One life over.
Drugs kill. Every year, more than 11.4 million people die worldwide from drugs and
alcohol. That’s one death every 3 seconds!* How many have died since you started reading this
page? It’s staggering. These numbers aren’t just statistics. They’re horrible diseases, devastated
families, lost dreams, and completely avoidable deaths. The relapse and death rate are extremely
high in addiction, which underscores the need to find new ways to approach substance use
treatment.
Why is quitting drugs so difficult? Abstinence takes enormous effort, but people who seek
recovery aren’t always welcomed with open arms. Consequences float around like black clouds.
Problems crop up. Emotions run crazy. Coping skills are mysterious concepts. Families are hurt
and hypercritical. Boredom is the game of the day. Joy is hard to find, and when frustration or
anger is your friend, sobriety lacks a quick “get relief now” button. By the time people reach our
clinic doors, they come with one major question: Is recovery worth it? There’s the issue:
Recovery can be playful, fulfilling, and amazing, but how do we help clients understand that
when their lives are in shambles? We need treatment material that appeals to this population,
something to keep them in treatment and remind them recovery is rewarding!
Awash with illustrations, cartoons, and a pinch of the comical, The SECOND Outside-theBox Recovery Workbook fills a growing need for evidence-based manuals that embrace creativity
and fun. Why creativity and fun? The answer is simple: Creativity helps clients process difficult
issues in a safe way; it makes room for conversation and change. Fun brings joy to often
turbulent lives. In fact, studies show that combining creativity and fun with mainstream
treatment reduces relapse rate and promotes treatment retention.
We’re talking about evidence-based creativity and fun, like art therapy, expressive writing,
narrative therapy, mindful coloring, and humor therapy. These treatment modalities don’t replace
traditional interventions. They augment them. In this workbook, you’ll find the Matrix Model,

relapse prevention, cognitive behavioral therapy, interpersonal skills, assertive communication,
and other modalities. You’ll also find poetry, drawing, coloring, and playwriting. It all counts.
What’s the take-home message? The SECOND Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook walks
alongside providers and clients during the difficult moments, offering a unique, friendly, and
creative approach to challenging tasks. Together, we figure out how to survive the devastation of
addiction. We laugh a bit and seek joy too. There’s room for play, even silliness. Recovery isn’t
always filled with humor, but we need it, don’t we? Despite the tragedies, there’s hope. Over
time, clients finds great joy in who they are, what they surround themselves with, and a future
filled with potential. This workbook stays with your client and you as they embark on this
journey.
Kim Rosenthal, MD
kimrosenthalmd.com
*

https://ourworldindata.org/drug-use. Our World in Data: Drug Use (2019)
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WELCOME
You’ve reached The SECOND Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook. Here we take you on a
fresh journey into the world of sobriety, where hard work meets illustrations, poetry, artwork,
cartoons, puzzles, maps, odd situations, and a bit of humor. With this book as a guide, you’ll
learn more about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dealing with cravings and triggers
Understanding your feelings
Using mindfulness, gratitude, and journaling to calm tough emotions
Recognizing problem thoughts and improving them
Creating a schedule and replacing bad stuff with good
Practicing honesty, assertiveness, and being a better friend
Handling tough relationships
Remembering your self-worth

Whether you’re a seasoned provider using this workbook with clients or someone new to
sobriety, join us for another trek into this colorful land called Outside-the-Box Recovery!

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Please find yourself a copy of this workbook, then grab a pen or pencil and complete all
tasks in writing (or drawing, coloring, puzzling, rapping, flower-pressing, etc).
2. Share all your work with someone wise: sponsor, mentor, counselor, shrink… a person
who understands recovery.
3. Take a deep breath and go to the next page.

1
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MORE STUFF
Here’s the small print.
ANSWERS. See appendix A (page
135) for answers to all brainteasers
and puzzles.
TAKE A BREAK. There are nine
“Take A Break” pages. They’re just
spots to kick back a moment before
going onto the next worksheet.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Please Read and Sign
I will show up for recovery and do the
work. When I don’t do the work, I’ll
pick myself up and go back to doing the
work.
I promise to write all answers and do all
exercises to the best of my ability.
I will not give up. Period.
I will laugh at anything that’s remotely
funny.
I will complete this book under the
guidance of someone wise.
I will reach out for help if I need it.
Signed ________________________
Date

________________________

CLINICIANS. If you’re a mental
health professional, please see
Appendix B (page 159) for general
background and specific
recommendations for each worksheet.
Also, see pages 127-132 for extra
handouts.
VOCAB. The words “substance use
disorder,” “substance use,” “substance
dependence,” “Chemical
dependency,” “addiction,” “using,”
“drug problem,” “alcohol problem,”
and other variations of the concept
don’t mean the same thing. However,
we’ve used them interchangeably
throughout this book to avoid
repeating the same word over and
over. No offense is meant to anyone!
MORE VOCAB. We’ve also used the
words “clean,” “sober,” and
“abstinent” in the same way.

The SECOND Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook

RECOVERY
PLAN 101
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PURPOSE OF THIS HANDOUT
•
•

To prepare for recovery
To do even more preparation!

WE WISH IT WERE AS SIMPLE AS, “I QUIT. YEAH, IT’S OVER!” It isn’t. Sobriety is

more than just quitting. It’s about creating the new YOU in recovery, but that comes with time.
Welcome to your Early Recovery Plan. Please answer all questions.
1. Why quit? List three reasons you choose
recovery.

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
2. Where to start? Check the options that
helped or might help you quit.
 Go to an emergency room for help
 Detox from drugs/alcohol
 Call SAMHSA national substance abuse
hotline at 800-662-HELP for guidance
 Contact my family doctor for a referral
 Call my health insurance for a referral
 Participate in an inpatient rehab
 Participate in a residential rehab
 Find a sober living house
 Go to an intensive outpatient program
 See a counselor or psychiatrist
 Attend 12-Step meetings
 Attend a support group
 Quit alone (please don’t check this one)
 Treatments that have helped in the past:

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

3. Who to tell? Who knows that you’ve quit?
Name two people who care and will hold you
to your word. Include phone numbers. If you
haven’t yet, let them know now.

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
4. Associated goal? Which is your biggest
goal right now? (Check all that apply.)
 To stay clean
 To save up for a yacht
 To stay clean

5
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5. How to do it? Recovery takes change! Check
all the changes you’ve made since quitting, then
put a star by the ones you haven’t begun yet.














Stop using drugs/alcohol
See a doctor for a physical exam
Get rid of drug paraphernalia
Avoid people who use drugs or alcohol
Avoid places where I used to use
Attend 12-Step or support meetings
Get a sponsor
Schedule daily activities/keep busy
Exercise daily (every minute counts)
Pay off money I owe (even little by little)
Work on my “addictive” behaviors
Find a counselor and meet regularly
Learn healthy ways to deal with stress

Congrats on each check! What will it take for you to start doing the starred options?

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
6. Got triggers? What types of things, places, and people make you vulnerable to relapse?
Choose from the options below and add your own.






Using friends and places
Difficult people
Problems and stress that wear me down.
Painful feelings like anger or sadness
Additional triggers:






Places where I used to use
Positive thoughts about drugs/alcohol
Boredom
Sometimes out of the blue

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
7. How will you deal with cravings and triggers? No matter how serious you are about
recovery, you’ll experience cravings and triggers. How will you deal with them?
 Identify cravings and urges
 Learn to avoid triggers
 Additional methods:

 Learn to distract away from cravings
 Learn trigger-busting skills

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
In this book, we’ll spend plenty of time talking about making changes, learning new skills,
getting past cravings & triggers, and loving life without drugs. In the meantime, turn the page
and fill in the blank boxes with things you can do now to deal with cravings and triggers. Then
go to page 8 for something completely different.

The SECOND Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook
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Fill in the boxes with things you can do now to deal with craving & triggers. Coloring is optional!
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RECOVERY PLAN PART 2
SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT.
Imagine you’re walking through a forest. The
flowers and leaves and butterflies flutter about,
and a sunrise of a thousand colors lies just ahead.
What’s this gotta do with recovery? you think,
but you keep walking – until you see it.
It’s a box on a rock. The lid is shiny, the body a
deep green, and there’s writing on top:
Ask one question about YOU, and
we’ll provide one answer about YOU.
Open when ready. No payment required.

THE BOX
1. You’ve found a box in the forest. It’s
waiting for your response. What do you do?
a. You stomp the box into pieces. You never
trust boxes, especially ones you find in a forest.
b. You take the box home with you and rent it
out, 100 bucks a pop.
c. You open the box.
d. You tell it to ask you questions. You already
have all the answers.
2. You choose C. The box opens with a rush
of wind, ruffling your hair and clothes. You peer
inside. What do you see?
a. A genie. It’s blond, wears pink, has a
stunning smile, and calls you Master.
b. A bright light. It’s so bright you cover your
eyes and still see light.
c. You don’t see anything, but you hear your
favorite song.
d. A deep hole and a rabbit.

The SECOND Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook
3. The box groans. “What does it matter what
you see? What is it you’d like to know?”
Choose one of the following questions.
a. Why did I choose recovery?
b. Where have I been all these years?
c. How do I deal with cravings and
triggers?
d. Who was I in my past life?
e. How do I calm myself when I’m upset?
f. How do I deal with problem thoughts?
g. What is the meaning of life?
h. What should I do during the day?
i. How can I be a better friend?
j. How do I communicate better?
k. How do I remember my worth?
l. Who wrote this book, anyway?

THE BOX II
Imagine you’re a very informed alien sitting
inside a box, and you have all the answers.
You love sharing these answers, and you’re
always happy when a human comes along with
a question. As usual, today’s visitor needs to
know something:
“____________________________________?”
(Please write your question
from #3 on the line above)
You jump out of the box, sit on a nearby log,
and cross your tentacles. What do you tell the
human? Please write your answer in the space
below.

Can’t think of an answer? No worries. Simply
go to the next page and find the box that
corresponds to your question.
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Answers to these questions can be found in the pages ahead.
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DAYS 1-25

11

Days 1-25, all extras worksheets, and the
Answer Section have been removed
(pages 12 to 146).
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APPENDIX B: INFO FOR PROFESSIONALS
BACKGROUND
My name is Kim Rosenthal, MD. I’m a psychiatrist with over 2 decades of experience working
in the mental health field. Professionally, I’ve worked in a variety of settings, including alcohol
and substance abuse treatment centers (ADATC’s), detox units, rehabs, day hospitals, clinics,
inpatient hospitalization, forensic hospitals, and veteran healthcare.
As a physician. I practice evidence-based medicine and conform to standard of care. As a
multi-modal professional, I believe in the power of therapeutic interaction and the many
disciplines needed to help people with addiction. Relapse prevention is important. 12-step
programming, cognitive behavioral therapy, motivational interviewing, Matrix Model,
psychoeducation, and coping skill training are all important. These are just some of the
modalities we use to take on substance use disorders, and studies show they make a difference.
But we need more than mainstream modalities. In the age of COVID, where isolation and
addiction are more rampant than ever, we desperately need evidence-based treatment options that
are… outside-the-box. That means narrative therapy. It also means creative writing, art therapy,
coloring mindfulness, and positive psychology. Why outside-the-box? Because it works!
Research shows that combining mainstream treatment with these extra approaches + fun increase
retention and lower relapse rate (Beaufort 2017; Eschleman et al 2014; McKay 2016). That
means we can improve patient outcomes by supplementing mainstream care with optimism,
creativity, art, and the occasional joke. These modalities don’t replace traditional treatment. They
augment them. To find out more about Outside-the-Box Recovery, visit kimrosenthalmd.com.

COMBINING TRADITIONAL AND EVIDENCE-BASED
NON-TRADITIONAL TREATMENT IMPROVES
RETENTION AND LOWERS RELAPSE RATE.
Examples of Traditional
Treatment
Motivational interviewing
Relapse prevention
Cognitive behavioral therapy
Matrix model
Mindfulness
Psychoeducation
Coping and life skills training
Medication management
Strength-based treatment
Contingency management

Examples of Nontraditional
Treatment
Art therapy
Narrative therapy
Expressive therapy
Creative writing
Poetry therapy
Positive psychology
Cognitive remediation
Coloring mindfulness
Journaling
Humor

Combining different treatment modalities improves patient outcomes.
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
The SECOND Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook combines both traditional and nontraditional modalities to help people survive drugs and alcohol use disorders. It’s written for
addiction counselors and their clients, as well as anyone in early recovery.
Worksheets take on recognizable themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grieving addiction’s role in one’s life
Dealing with cravings and triggers
Soothing tough emotions: Mindfulness, gratitude, and journaling
Rewriting problem thoughts and behaviors
Keeping a schedule
Enhancing interpersonal skills and communicating assertively
Recognizing self-worth

The book includes 25 handouts, each 2-5 pages in length. That translates into five weeks of
group or individual work. At the beginning, you’ll find a Recovery Plan. The end includes two
bonus worksheets (coping skill efficacy and motivational interviewing), answers to all puzzles,
as well as this Professional Section and the Bibliography.
Here are some general recommendations when using the book.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

For drug & alcohol counselors, the workbook may be used as primary therapist-driven
treatment or to augment other approaches. In general, handouts can be presented in any
order. Most can be done in one session.
Clients should do all exercises in writing. This shows they’re doing the work, plus there’s
something powerful and solid about writing things down. If they won’t document their
thoughts, the resistance is grist for the mill. Look for the source and help get them past it.
You can also use simple incentives to reward those who do the work, like a cookie, cup of
coffee, permission to chew gum in group, or a chance to share a favorite (healthy-version)
song. Alternatively, for anyone who misbehaves, just temporarily keep their shoes! This
works well with younger groups, anyway.
These worksheets tend to be longer than those in the first book. This gives clinicians a
chance to pick and choose which parts to use, i.e. those which are more relevant, as well as
optionally divide exercises into two days. That said, each exercise is written for a 45-60
minute session.
All worksheets end with a Reflection Section. It brings the topic home, anchors important
points, and can be a great platform for conversation.
Occasionally, quizzes and other questions are answered on the same page; if this is the case,
consider asking clients to fold the answers back until ready to review.
There are nine “Take-a-Break” worksheets in the book, primarily puzzles. These can be used
at the beginning or end of a session to “get people going” or as optional homework.
If you wish to use both the first and second OTB Recovery Workbooks in your practice, you
can mix them up or use them consecutively. Each book is different.
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SPECIFIC HANDOUTS
RECOVERY PLAN 101, PAGE 5. Relapse prevention (Hendershot et al, 2011; Rawson et al,
2005; Witkiewitz et al, 2007), making recovery more attractive (McKay 2016). This recovery
plan does two things. First, it focuses on the actual task of quitting drugs and alcohol. Second,
the plan carries readers through a sequence of questions that points to different parts of the
workbook. Jumping ahead is entirely optional, but if there are some questions that weigh more
heavily than others, this is a great opportunity to focus on what matters first.
DAY 1. WHY RECOVERY? PAGE 13. Relapse prevention, art therapy (Aletraris et al, 2014;
Matto 2002; Matto et al, 2013; Sharp, 2018; Wilson, 2012). This worksheet explores reasons to
quit and choose recovery. For the first exercise, clients should review the table and check the
reasons that apply to them – and cross out all bad reasons. Both good and bad reasons make
room for discussion – Is other people telling you to quit enough? Do you have to hit bottom
before choosing recovery? If you’re taking prescribed Methadone, are you still using drugs? The
next activity involves two open windows. The top window looks into life while the client was
using. The second is a reflection of recovery, or if they haven’t quit, the idea of recovery.
Bypass words and aim for the nonverbal: Ask clients to draw what they imagine. Provide colors
and music if you want! Once pics are complete, use the reflection questions to pull things
together. Note that people can balk at drawing exercises, but once they submerge themselves in
the task, they’re often surprised with what they find.
DAY 2. MEMORIES OF ADDICTION, PAGE 17. Poetry therapy (Kreuter, 2020; Springer,
2006; Williamson et al, 2018). Writing is a potent way to explore the pain of addiction – but not
an easy task. Not everyone will ascribe to poetry, so broaden your scope by embracing song
lyrics, rap, essays, nonfiction, cartoons, and even fiction. You can even have clients cut pictures
out of old magazines and stick them together in a meaningful way. Make sure patients avoid
words that put drugs/alcohol in a positive light. Examples include describing drug paraphernalia
or the joy of injecting. More importantly, encourage clients to avoid writing about anything they
wish to avoid, like traumatic experiences. Be available to anyone who needs to talk. Once
finished, have clients add a positive ending… this is crucial!
DAY 3. YOUR LIFE SO FAR, PAGE 22. Self-narration (Kougiali et al, 2017; McConnell et
al, 2018). Like Day 2, this handout helps clients revisit their past and put bad experiences into
context, but this time the focus broadens to include good experiences and what they did right.
It’s a factual rendering of their story. Encourage them to answer all questions then use the
answers to record their life as if it were a road on a map. There’s an optional legend of symbols
to represent different types of experiences, like mountains for obstacles, suns for happy
moments, etc. Make sure clients don’t get stuck on past trauma. If this is a potential concern,
add some positive milestones, like when they adopted their first pet, earned their first paycheck,
or received their first kiss. Use the reflection questions to create discussion. Explore the
importance of knowing one’s own story, especially the good stuff. Sharing is optional.
DAY 4. SATISFIED WITH LIFE? PAGE 26. Life satisfaction (Swain et al, 2012; Zullig et al,
2001). Day 4 takes on life satisfaction. Often people in early recovery aren’t happy. They’ve
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struggled hard to quit, and they’re finally here, but the world doesn’t greet them with open arms.
Now they have to deal with the aftermath of addiction. Now comes all the hard work. Before
distributing the worksheet, ask clients their happiness score, between 1 “least happy” and 10
“most happy.” Explore the reasons behind this number. What’s going right? What needs to
change? When ready, everyone should fill out the survey questions then stop to check their
pulses. All alive? Ask them again: What’s going right? What needs to change? The take-home
point is simple. The trick to growth is to stop holding onto the bad stuff. Rather, make room for
the good stuff. This leads to HOPE. Go through each question, then use the hope puzzle to
close. We recommend avoiding a directed conversation about the laundry list of changes
recovery entails. Emphasize staying clean, reaching out for help, and having hope. That’s
enough for now.
DAY 5. THE BEAUTY OF BEING YOU, PAGE 30. Self-esteem (Richter et al, 1991; Robins
et al, 2012). Recovery is about hard work, yes, but it’s also about self-compassion. Ask the
group, “How do you talk to yourself during the darkest moments?” Answers will vary, but if
honesty rules the day, many will admit self-compassion isn’t always on the table. Strange,
because that’s when it’s most needed. Ask clients to complete all eight statements. They
shouldn’t gloss over the details; challenge them to dig deep and push their responses as far as
they’ll go. This is about their greatness, and they need to feel it. Occasionally you’ll meet
individuals who are really struggling. To pre-emptively help anyone who needs it, emphasize
that jotting down who they’d like to be is perfectly acceptable. Sharing their answers is optional.
If you have extra time, consider brainstorming ways a person can improve self-compassion; if
the group are at a loss, just have them search “how to improve self-compassion” on their phones.
Give them examples of individuals who’ve overcome daunting obstacles, like Jessie Thistle and
Gregory Smith (both went from homelessness to college professor) or Khalil Rhafati (homeless
to million-dollar businessman).
DAY 6. DEALING WITH CRAVINGS 1, PAGE 33. Relapse prevention, Matrix Model
(Rawson et al, 2005), craving management (Courbasson et al, 2002; Hendershot et al, 2011;
Kavanagh et al, 2004). Day 6 introduces various urge-management techniques. The worksheet
involves 4 exercises. (1) Answer the true/false questions about cravings, (2) decipher a list of
statements about managing cravings, (3) match each urge-management technique to one of the
examples provided, and (4) complete the Reflection Section. In the latter, clients should read the
imaginary craving scenario and describe which technique(s) one might use to get past the urge.
DAY 7. DEALING WITH CRAVINGS 2, PAGE 39. Relapse prevention, Matrix Model,
craving management, writing therapy (Bolton et al, 2004; Dingle et al, 2017; Kreuter, 2020;
Pinhasi-Vittorio, 2018; Snead et al, 2015), narrative therapy (Diamond, 2002; Gardner et al,
2009; Garte-Wolf, 2011). This worksheet starts with the scenario questions on the first page.
Clients will notice the repeated NO’s, which introduces the purpose of Day 7: Just say NO! Page
2 focuses on nay-saying, and that brings us to the day’s big task: Writing a dialogue or play!
Patients should identify a personal high-risk situation where saying NO is absolutely necessary.
When ready, hand out pages 3-5. The pages might look overwhelming, but at second glance the
assignment is a no-brainer. The point is to write a dialogue saying NO as many times as they
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ABOUT DR. KIM & OTB RECOVERY
When not writing strange worksheets, Kim Rosenthal practices life as a psychiatrist caring for
residents in a long-term psychiatric hospital in North Carolina. She is known for her arm-flailing,
humored “live life!” lectures and often has fireside chats with her patients, topics ranging from
understanding friendship to future inventions to exploring caves in Vietnam.
The author has spent most of her career as a travelling doctor. She holds medical licenses in
North Carolina, Maine, and Hawaii, and has cared for 10,000+ patients over the years in many
settings—hospitals, clinics, detox centers, residential rehabs, ACT teams, emergency rooms,
forensic settings, nursing homes, as well as serving our veterans.
Dr. Kim believes that a psychiatrist’s role is to support her patients through life’s darker
moments. Psychiatry is, after all, the art of alleviating suffering. But it is in knowing that each
person is unique, that our patient’s minds can’t simply be stuffed into the diagnostic boxes in our
textbooks, where the real work begins: The good clinician takes off her jacket, sits down, listens
to what the client has to say, and seeks to hear of their passions and strengths as much as their
struggles. They seek joy amidst the shadows.
Rosenthal’s Outside-the-Box Recovery movement emerged out of necessity. Recovery is tough.
Treatment can be so dry and humorless. The fact is people are more likely to pursue and stick
with treatment if there’s an element of joy and creativity in the process. The purpose of OTB
Recovery is to promote a passion for sober living through art therapy, writing, puzzles, humor,
and other *clinically-relevant* recovery materials. We’re also running for US President, but it’s
too early to talk about that.
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OTHER BOOKS BY DR. KIM ROSENTHAL
(original)

THE OUTSIDE-THE-BOX
^
RECOVERY WORKBOOK

OUTSIDE-THE-BOX
RECOVERY STEP ONE

GREAT FOR COUNSELORS AND
THEIR CLIENTS!

Balancing serious self-reflection
with a flare of the unusual, this little
workbook uses illustrations, art
therapy, cartoons, layers of
questions, and the occasional joke
to explore important Step One
concepts.
Available on Amazon.

Illustrated, humored, and clinically
relevant, the workbook takes the
reader on a 30-day introductory
journey into the world of sobriety.
Available on Amazon.

LOOKING FOR MORE RECOVERY MATERIAL? Recovery plan, autopsy of a
relapse, CBT, recovery-promotion, quizzes, coloring, and puzzles? Visit kimrosenthalmd.com to
find lots of free and low-cost material. You can also sign up to get a complimentary copy of the
STEP ONE booklet. See you there!

